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List of animals with hair

The fur that animals are born with makes them fun to pet, ensuring they get plenty of back rubs all day long! Animals are known for their super soft furry coats, hence why they are so fun to cuddle. But some animals truly take the cake for having an incredible hairdo. In some cases animals have evolved
throughout the years to have lots of hair so that they are able to withstand the frigid winter weather where they reside. In other cases, animals are breed to have long hair. And then some animals, like the Feather Duster English Budgie featured below, have a wild coat of hair due to a genetic defect. No
matter what these 20 animals have long and fabulous locks of hair to blame for, they know how to rock it and look completely fabulous. These majestic haired animals are sure to make you swoon– as well as run to your nearest store in search of some hair products to help your own hair stand up to the
elaborate competition put forth by the animal kingdom. One Fluffy Cow Hairy Caterpillar Arguably this is one of the caterpillars that actually looks cooler before turning into a butterfly. See caterpillars transform into butterflies! 19 before and after incredible transformations. Mini Highland Cow Who needs
eyes with such beautiful hair? Is that a yummy carrot you got there? Hungarian Komondor Dog Also known as the “mop dog” because of this breed’s unique resemblance to a mop. Gypsy Vanner Horse Who else dreams of having hair this effortlessly gorgeous every morning? I know I do! Afghan Hound 
Spotted Apatelodes Caterpillar  Samoyed Dog Pretty fluffy hair that keeps them warm and helps them camouflage perfectly with a blanket of white snow. Polish Buff Laced Chicken  Norwegian Forest Cats  Feather Duster Budgie  Feather Duster syndrome is seen in English Budgie birds. Breeders do not
intentionally create feather dusters, it is actually a rare genetic problem that occurs due to interbreeding and overbreeding. If a Feather Duster is born, most breeders will stop breeding the responsible pair. When birds are first born with this mutation they just appear very large, causing breeders to assume
they actually have a very good bird on their hands. Then, within about 4 weeks feathers start to grow more rapidly and do not stop, even after they molt. While it sure looks cool, this mass amount of feathers can cause a lot of issues for the bird, causing many owners to trim the excess feathers to help.
Unfortunately, feather dusters don’t usually live longer than 2-12 months, and other issues can include muscle deterioration, difficulty perching, flying, preening, and climbing. Timor The Norwegian Forest Cat  What do you mean it’s cold out here? I feel just puuurrrfect! Fluffy Hamster  Who cares about my
hair right now, this broccoli is incredible! Valais Sheep One of the sheep sticks out her tongue saying, “My fleece brings all the boys to the yard, and they’re like, it’s better than yours!” Hairy Pig  This pig knows how to keep warm throughout the winter! White Silkie Hen  Curley Haired Pigeon  The most
fascinating pigeon in the park, hands down. Angora Rabbit But is there a REALLY a rabbit under there?! And if so, how much does it weight without all of this hair. Mary River Turtle You might be thinking, wait WHAT?! A river turtle with hair? But this guys cool mohawk is actually made of pink algae!
Long-Haired Guinea Pig  There is one extra responsibility that comes with owning this breed of guinea pig, a whole lot of hair brushing! Photo Credits:  metro.co.uk,  totallywarm.co.uk,  imgur,  reddit,  Helen Peppe,  Laura Lokkie,  abroadwithaaron, reddit, Ralf Darius,  imgur,  savedbydogs.com,  Pablo
Axpe,  J.S. Clark,  groundpecker,  darlin.it,  chickfuel,  Rubén García Molina,  aztadom.co,   imgur In the coldest parts of the world, insulation is essential for survival.One way is to have a good thick layer of blubber under your skin. But anyone that's seen a walrus flopping across the beach knows that fat
can have its downsides. To stay both warm and agile, fat won't do.The Arctic fox can withstand polar winters, surviving long periods below -20 °C (-4 °F), thanks to some incredible adaptations.One of the most distinctive is its fluffy coat, which changes colour from brown to white and grows longer for the
bleakest season. In certain areas it can double in length; on its underside the longer fur helps insulate the fox from the cold ground when it sits or lies down and even the soles of its feet are furry.When it curls into a ball, nose tucked under its tail, only the thickest fur is exposed to the elements."The winter-
time coat ranges between 45-60mm [long], but offers a very high thermal insulation compared to its length," says Stephen Midgley of the Arctic Fox Center in Súðavík, Iceland. Air is a good insulator because it's not very dense, so heat only moves through it slowly "Altogether the arctic fox can tolerate
very low temperatures of -70 °C. It always surprises you just how thin they really are when you pick them up and all the fur compresses against their little bodies."The reason this coat can protect the fox from such extreme cold, despite being only a few inches thick, is down to its structure.Beneath the
longer outer hairs is a softer, denser layer that accounts for 70% of the fur. This traps a layer of air next to the skin. Air is a good insulator because it's not very dense, so heat only moves through it slowly.Many polar specialists use this trick.Human explorers wear down jackets, filled either with the
insulating feathers of geese or an artificial fibre that mimics them. You wouldn't describe a sheep as furry The muskox native to Greenland and the Canadian Arctic grows its own sweater. The fur closest to its skin is known as qiviut. Like that of the Arctic fox, it grows for winter and is shed when
temperatures warm up in the spring.An adult muskox can shed up to 3.5kg (8 lb) of this underfur, which can be spun to make what many consider the warmest wool in the world. The long guard hairs can reach the ground on older animals, meaning their shaggy coat can be over 1m (3ft) long in
places.Still, the idea that they are the furriest animals on Earth won't satisfy most people. First, we have to agree what fur is.Even if you've embraced the hipster beard phenomenon, you probably don't consider yourself furry. Likewise, you wouldn't describe a sheep as furry. Yet fur, hair and wool are
chemically the same thing: a fibrous protein known as keratin that animals also use to make quills, nails, hooves and horns. The furriest creatures either have a lot of follicles or grow multiple hairs from each one It is human language that makes distinctions between these structures.The commonly-held
notion is that fur is soft, thick and relatively short. Wool is similarly dense but each strand is fine and grows longer.Meanwhile, hair is more likely to be sparse and coarse, and can grow staggeringly long. The current world record holder for the longest hair is Xie Qiuping of China, whose 5.62m (18.43ft) of
hair is almost as long as a giraffe is tall.Whatever you call it, the stuff all grows from specialised cavities in the skin called follicles. The furriest creatures either have a lot of follicles or grow multiple hairs from each one.Chinchillas are rodents that live at elevations of 3,000-5,000m (9,800-16,400ft) in the
Andes Mountains of South America. Sea otters in the north Pacific were hunted to near-extinction To survive in the bitter cold, they have very dense fur. They achieve this by growing more than 50 fine hairs from each follicle. Their fur is considered to be the softest in the world.This has not escaped the
attention of hunters. Both the short-tailed and long-tailed chinchilla are classified as critically endangered by the International Union for Conservation of Nature, due to severe hunting since the 19th century.Otters have also come perilously close to extinction due to their pelts. Their thick coats are
especially adapted to their semi-aquatic lifestyle.Again, they have two layers of fur: an inner insulating layer protected by waterproof guard hairs. This prevents water from making contact with their skin and leaching away heat. Clearly, the sea otter is the furriest creature on Earth The combination of
warmth and waterproofing is exactly what made otter pelts so sought after. Sea otters in the north Pacific were hunted to near-extinction: there were just 2000 left in the wild when the commercial trade in their fur was banned in 1911.In a 2010 paper, researchers compared the hair densities of Eurasian
otters and sea otters. They found that Eurasian otters have up to 80,000 hairs per square centimetre of skin, while sea otters have an astonishing 140,000 hairs per sq cm.By comparison, Arctic foxes and chinchillas both have 20,000 hairs per sq cm, and a muskox has just 420 per sq cm. Clearly, the sea
otter is the furriest creature on Earth.Why the sea otter? It all comes down to family history and environment.All marine mammals keep warm with a layer of blubber under their skin, except sea otters.That is because sea otters belong to a family called the Mustelidae, which also includes badgers, weasels
and wolverines. Compared to other marine mammals, they are relative newcomers to life at sea, so rather than evolving a layer of blubber independently they have adapted their existing fur. This forces them to keep their coats in top condition. Dirt can compromise the waterproofing of their fur, affecting
both their body temperature and buoyancy.To ensure that this doesn't happen, adult sea otters groom and fluff air into the fur of pups to keep them afloat.When conservationists try to rehabilitate rescued pups, they have to take over this job. They spend hours a day brushing the coats of fluffy babies until
they are sea-worthy. Fortunately the pups are already squee-worthy. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Animal hair. This category has the following 2 subcategories, out of 2 total. ► Animal hair products (3 C, 26 P) ► Hair diseases (25 P) The following 20 pages are in this category, out of 20
total. This list may not reflect recent changes (learn more). Animal coat Awn hair Bristle Dog coat Dog coat genetics Dog grooming FOXI3 Hackles Hair whorl Hairball Melanistic mask Merle (dog coat) Pet store Seta Spine (zoology) Tomentum (anatomy) Trichobothria Urticating hair Whiskers Wool
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